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Forward

This contribution to our “Golden Anniversary” is not intended
comprehensive history of the Association. You would not thank
was! The administration of any organisation is filled with
discussions on rule changes, subscription rates, fees and a myriad
details, fascinating at the time but not likely to excite years later.
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One of my problems has been that the records are not complete for one
reason or another, and so it is likely that there are mistakes or omissions. I
apologise in advance for both that and if I have left out someone who should
be mentioned. It has to be an accepted risk for anyone taking on a task such
as this. I am also well aware of the fact that the photographs are not really
up to scratch but I’m afraid they were all that were available to me. All I can
say is that any corrections or complaints should be directed to whoever is
going to produce the Centenary booklet, and it won’t be me!
I considered several ideas for ways of presenting the material, and finally
settled on a series of articles which I hope give a flavour of these last 50
years. It seemed appropriate to include a “Roll of Honour” listing the
officers who have held the main positions in the Association, together with
the Appointment Secretary’s award winners. The latter represent the most
important members of the Association, those who turn out day after day to
help ensure that the players of the game enjoy their chosen sport.
I am not one to take life too seriously, so I hope that comes through where
relevant.
This is intended to be a celebration not a text book.
David Wedgwood

The Start of it All
The inaugural meeting of the Cambridgeshire Cricket Umpires Association
(CCUA) took place at The New Spring, Chesterton Road, Cambridge on
15th March 1967.
The following nine people attended:
V J Brown
D Carter
J Howard
M Knight
R C Fuller
K Naylor
D W Nightingale
S G Taylor
E R Willis
Stan Taylor was elected to take the Chair. John Howard was already a
member of “The Association of Cricket Umpires” (ACU).
Harold Shipp, who was to become the leading light of CCUA in the years to
come, was in hospital at the time, but was still elected to the positions of
Honorary Secretary and Treasurer. The subscription was set at 10 shillings.
The crest was designed by Godfrey Tyson in 1988 and is still used in 2017
following agreement not to include the additional “S” which would spoil the
balance of the scroll.
The Great Bustard “supporters” are taken from the official arms of
Cambridgeshire. Great Bustards are now extinct in England. It is claimed
that the last of these were in Cambridgeshire. However, Wiltshire County
Council make a similar claim and also have a Bustard on their crest.

Meetings: Alcohol v Tea & Stickies
The list of meeting places reads, with one or two exceptions, like a
comprehensive pub crawl of Cambridge. What does it say about the early
impression that was made when the original meeting place, the New Spring,
changed its name to the Old Spring?
Apart from the hostelries there were Chesterton Secondary Modern Boys
School, Chesterton Evening Centre and Fitzwilliam Pavilion, the later
probably being the least comfortable of them all.
In 1975 meetings were held at the Civil Service Club in Brooklands Avenue,
but disaster struck when it was announced that members could no longer
buy drinks, so it was perhaps surprising that the next AGM was held at the
home of Bob and Mary Fuller, 12 Madingley Road, where nothing stronger
than tea was available, but Mary’s delicious Bakewell tarts made up for that.

Bob and Mary
Number 12 then became the regular meeting place for a number of years.
After the death of, larger than life, Bob Fuller, the Head Porter of St. John’s
College, No 12 was left behind and, after some unsatisfactory venues,
including the aforementioned pavilion, the Association settled in The Ex
Servicemen’s Club in Barnwell Road where it has been for 22 years and will
probably stay for 22 more as long as the roof doesn’t blow off, something
which seems imminent every time the autumn and spring gales coincide
with a meeting.

Meetings have been graced by a number of interesting speakers including:
Barry Dudleston (Test and 1st Class Umpire); Roger Heavens (Origins of
Cricket); Chris Kelly (ICC & ECBOA & ECB Umpires Manager)); Tony
Crafter (Former Test Match Umpire); Neil Bainton (1st Class Umpire);
Tony Kennedy (Rugby Referee).
AGMs have usually been well attended, especially after they moved to their,
now permanent, position of the first Thursday in December and are
accompanied by the delights of “Bushy’s famous buffet”.

CCUA won the Lottery in 1982

Membership & Money

The membership, originally ten, soon began climbing as regular local
umpires came on board. By the first AGM in January 1968 there were 26
ordinary members and, rather surprisingly, three Vice Presidents. John
Howard was one and he gave a generous donation at the beginning to help
launch the Association. It seemed to be the view that electing Vice
Presidents was a useful way to encourage donations and other help. Robert
White, the landlord of a pub and an umpire, who actively supported CCUA
was invited partly because he displayed posters on his noticeboard.
The finances of CCUA (eventually becoming CCUSA) have always been in
good hands, with the members being able to experience low subscriptions
from Day One. The initial subscription was set at 10 shillings (translation
for those born after 1971: 50p). The first accounts, produced on 31st
December 1967 showed the following:
Income: £22 - 11s -10d
Expenditure: £18 - 5s - 6d
Balance: £4 - 6s - 4d
A healthy start, built on by successive treasurers.
In 1974 Mr Marchant donated his umpiring fees to the Association which
resulted in a healthy £50 in the bank. Nevertheless, five years later the
subscription was increased to £1.
The minutes of most AGMs fail to give a total number of members, but a
steady rise was reported each year with 48 mentioned in 1978. Things
seemed to fluctuate from that point because ten years on in 1988 there were
only 38 with an average monthly meeting attendance of 16. By this time the
AGM had been moved to November. The most up-to-date figure available,
that from the 2016 AGM, is 66.
In 2016 the amount of money in the bank had risen to £3794 after a surplus
for the year of £139.42. Over the 50 years the sources of funding have
varied. Members’ subscriptions have been a constant, but much of the
funding has come from ACU&S and ECB in the form of rebates on
subscriptions, and also training grants from County Boards.

The Social Side
Despite spending hours together on the field of play, umpires and scorers
seem to like to get together and socialise as well, never mind the fact that
conversation soon turns back to cricket.
About four years after the move to 12 Madingley Road the idea of having a
Garden Party was raised. With the experience of Mary Fuller’s cakes in
mind it was not surprising that the idea was greeted with acclaim. So
Garden Parties became regular events for some years and were thoroughly
enjoyed even when the vagaries of ground, weather and light turned them
into “Front Room Parties” instead. Mary did not do all the catering herself
but was ably supported by several of the wives who became a team worthy
of supplying any cricket tea.
Barbecues became regular events. They have been held in a number of
venues over the years, for example: Godmanchester, Longstanton, and Clare
and Fitzwilliam Colleges.
It was at the latter venue that the most dramatic barbecue was held. During
the course of the day the clouds built up and became darker and darker
while the weather experts predicted that the storm was going to miss
Cambridge. Needless to say, it didn’t and announced itself with a mighty
lightning flash and clap of thunder the likes of which few of those present
had ever seen or heard. At this point the ground cleared rapidly apart from
the barbecue expert of the day, Russell Fear, who was valiantly trying to
rescue what was left on the fire. Said fire ceased to have existence when,
within seconds, the rain arrived in enormous torrents which caused about 20
umpires to declare that there would be no more play. Fortunately most of the
eating had been done, but there was a feeling that the Gods had been
showing their displeasure of recent poor decisions.
In 2008 the Chairman announced that “the Barbecue should be confined to
history due to lack of interest”. Naturally it still exists today.
Almost from the beginning, the main event of the year has been the Annual
Dinner. For many years the venues were many and various, including such
places as the Old Fire Engine House, Ely, the King’s Head, Dullingham and
the White Horse, Swavesey. In recent years the dinners have been held in
local Golf Clubs starting with Girton, then Bourne and latterly the Meridian
Club at Toft. The latter has proved to be popular with members so has
become the regular venue.

One place not mentioned above is St John’s College. The Association dined
in the Wordsworth Room of this illustrious setting for several years in the
1980s courtesy of Bob Fuller. The one downside of the dinners at St John’s
was Bob’s annual half hour lecture on the history of the College and his
part in it. He was a great character and supporter of the Association, so
everyone put up with it and forgave him.
There have occasionally been speeches by the President or Chairman of the
day going beyond the usual welcome and thanks. These largely died out
after the one mentioned elsewhere. Nowadays, following the Chairman’s
welcome, the floor is taken by the Appointments Secretary who, after a few
irreverent remarks, presents his award for the year.

From this

To this

The story of the demise of ACU&S and the rise of ECB ACO could fill a
book of its own. As it made a big difference to all members it must be
included but, in the interests of sanity, the intention is to summarise the
events rather than try to present the entire and complicated sorry tale.
In 2000 the membership of ACU&S voted to have the unknown Barrie
Stuart-King (BSK) as their Chairman. Fast forward five years and BSK had
committed the Association to purchasing dozens of laptops with many
already in possession.
Matters came to a head at the 2005 AGM on Saturday 19th March when the
result of the ballot between BSK and David Burden (a Minor Counties
umpire and former senior project manager in the IT industry) resulted in a
new Chairman.
BSK denied that there were contracts in place which could threaten the
future of ACU&S; this was taken with a pinch of salt as he had already
signed the Association up to three separate agreements totalling over
£20,000 and threats of legal action for non-payment were already being
received at the office.

On 21st January 2006 members went to Derbyshire CCC ground for an
EGM called to lay the entire case before the membership and call for the
impeachment of several members of the Executive. About 700 members
attended – in a first floor room only able to hold 200!
The selection of such a small venue, leading to the abandonment of the
meeting, was considered to be a deliberate ploy; for years the, boringly noncontentious, AGMs at Lord’s had attracted audiences of 300 and there had
been general agreement that the attendance would be in excess of 500. The
following year, faced with a meeting at Lord’s and widespread
condemnation, the Executive Committee resigned en masse and the rest of
the body politic attempted to pick up the pieces. Frank Kemp and Brian
Havill of the ECB were prepared to offer financial help to save the
organisation but it was conditional upon sight of the books.
The new Executive, showing they had learnt nothing from the past, refused.
The resources were not forthcoming and in the end the Association of
Cricket Umpires & Scorers, after a distinguished history of more than half a
century, was forced to close its doors and the ECB ACO was born. History
will decide if that was a good idea.
(Thanks are due to Charlie Puckett for the brilliant summary of events
which he wrote specially for us, from which this piece has been drawn.)
The only humour to come out of this was contained in a speech made at the
2006 dinner by Vice President, David Wedgwood, who latched on to the
computer theme. The speech which chronicled the attempts of the Acumen
to find the promised land, ended with these words:
“I can help you no more,” said Google, “I am told that one of you partook of
the Apple, against the commandment given to you by Lord’s, so you must
now return the Dell to the Wood of St John and give yourselves up to the
mercy of the mighty Ecboans.
So it came to pass, with heavy hearts and floppy discs, that the Acumen
gave themselves into the hands of the Ecboans who henceforth ruled the
World……Wide Web at www.dontringkeithonfridays.com. For ever and
ever, AMEN.

Quizzes: The Glory Days
Umpires quizzes have now disappeared without trace and only those
members who are getting “long in the tooth” will remember them.
They cannot be forgotten, or ignored, however, because of the part they
played back in the 60s, 70s and 80s.
The Jarvis Cup was the national competition organised by the Leicestershire
Cricket Umpires Association. There was an educational point to the event in
that two of the team of four had to be trainees. The team members were
asked individual questions on the laws of the game, being awarded points
according to the accuracy of their answers. Nit-picking was the order of the
day with quarters of marks being deducted for minor inaccuracies.
Local competitions were also set up including Cambridgeshire v Norfolk
and an East Anglian event. In 1969 teams assembled from Kings Lynn (two
teams), Huntingdonshire, Ipswich, Norfolk and Cambridgeshire (two
teams). The first President, Rex Gautrey, donated a trophy, which was won
by the Cambridgeshire A Team. The A Team followed this up on March
22nd by coming third in the Jarvis Cup, only half a mark off second place.
This pioneering team was: John Howard, Ron Cohen, Harold Shipp and
Alan White (Reserve: Jerry Hart).
The East Anglian event continued regularly with extra teams attending.
Entry by CCUA into the Jarvis Cup was somewhat “on and off” for some
years, and the event itself was cancelled in 1974 due to a national fuel crisis.
(Anybody still got their petrol ration book, issued but not implemented?)
1978 resulted in the Glory Days of the title. Every competition entered was
won, so CCUA became the East Anglian, South East and Jarvis Cup
Champions. In addition Ken Simpkin won the East Anglian Individual
Trophy and Ian Reid the National Individual Rose Bowl. The rest of the
team members were Bob Gilbey, Godfrey Tyson, Ray Haynes (Capt.) and
Di Reed. Harold Shipp, as Training Officer, was as proud as punch.

In 1979 the final of the Jarvis Cup was held at Impington Village College,
helped by sponsorship of £100 from The Nat West Bank. The lunch menu
deserves mention. There were four varieties of soup offered, followed by
three choices of main course with either buttered new potatoes or baked
jacket potatoes then, if you had any room left, you could choose from three
desserts followed by cheese and biscuits and coffee. All for the princely sum
of £2.75.
In 1986 it was decided to try and interest local clubs in a fairly light hearted
quiz on the laws. This event staggered on for four years but was then
suspended due to poor support. Naturally nobody commented on the
excellent knowledge of the laws displayed by the local players.

Scorers
For a long time scorers could be excused for thinking that they were the
forgotten ones. Probably some of them still do.
ACU eventually bowed to the inevitable and added “&S” in 1993.
As it happened, CCUA was quicker off the mark but, it turned out, rather
more reluctant. After a lengthy debate at the AGM in 1989 the vote to
become CCUSA was carried with 8 in favour, 7 against and 3 abstentions.
So the deed was done, or was it? At the next meeting of the Committee the
Secretary pointed out that changes to the constitution needed a two thirds
majority, so the motion had failed.
Inexplicably, it was another four years before Reg May managed to
persuade the members at the AGM to see the error of their ways and pass
the name change unanimously.
This did not allay the concerns about the number of scorers and their
qualifications. This was raised as a particular issue at the beginning of the
21st Century. More interest with better recruiting and training courses has
improved the situation but, as with umpires, recruitment continues to be a
worry.
At least umpires and scorers are speaking to each other now.

On the Field of Play
When umpires and scorers are not holding meetings, having barbecues and
dinners and generally enjoying themselves, they can be found on, or beside,
green (sometimes brown) fields officiating cricket matches of all standards.
By and large, they hope not to be noticed, and to do a good job which they
enjoy to help those who are playing get the best from their activity.
Simple really, but a lot of hard work goes into becoming a successful
official. This starts with the training they undergo. In the days of the ACU
this culminated in written and oral exams leading to Full Membership, and
that was it. Under ECBACO this has evolved into training at different levels
according to how far the individual wishes to go.
CCUA/CCUSA, has been fortunate in having a succession of excellent
Training Officers. Harold Shipp started the ball rolling and immediately
established the Association in the top rank of exam success. His example
has been followed by Ian Reid, Frank Appleyard and Steve Kent-Phillips.
CCUSA now has four Umpire and two Scorer tutors, plus five assessors.
They have all given generously of their time and have been assisted by
many others.
CCUSA officials can be found in all local leagues up to the East Anglian
Premier and are appointed to their matches by the Appointments Officer.
Since the leagues accepted the existence of panels controlled by umpires
themselves, about 25 years ago, this has been done by Keith Coburn. An
unenviable task, accompanied every year by complaints about lack of
numbers and late cancellations.
It was in 1953 that ACU was founded in order to establish order into the
training and appointment of umpires nationally. That it was needed is
highlighted in the Cambridgeshire Cricket Association’s handbook for that
year.
“If a selected Umpire fails to turn up punctually at any match, he shall be
reported to the secretary by the Home Club, and the two clubs may select
one from the spectators until the appointed Umpire arrives”. There is no
record of how often this happened or how competent the “selected
spectators” were.
By 1967 the wording had altered slightly, but significantly, to read: “….the
two Captains must appoint one or more substitutes…”
10 years later, the Secretary’s report regretted that the number of umpires on
the register would not allow the allocation of an official umpire to many
fixtures.

In 1987 the tone had changed; the Secretary thanked the umpires for their
co-operation and for maintaining a high standard throughout the season.
“We still need many more” he said.
In 1997 - CCA umpires had been appointed by CCUA since 1989, and the
availability of courses was pointed out.
Another 10 years on in 2007, Keith Coburn was CCA Chairman and was
congratulated on being placed on the 1st Class Reserve List. A list of
umpires was now included in the Handbook.
The CCA Handbooks have been good indicators of how things have
changed in the last 50 years.
Bob Gilbey was delegate to the CCA for much of the early period. In 1980
he suggested that travelling expenses should be 10p per mile and the fee £2.
In 1983 the Beach Villas League voted against an umpires panel. Four years
later they thought better of it and decided that a panel would be a good idea.
This was the Association’s first real recognition in local cricket. Fortunately
the 1988 season was a success. Fees were set at £15 for both umpires, £10
to the driver and £5 for the other, or as decided between themselves.
In 1995: 824 games were covered in the local leagues with 56 umpires.
2000 was a record year with 1252 appointments using 67 umpires.
Nevertheless, there were all too many cancellations.
2001 saw the establishment of the CCUSA website by Steve Kent-Phillips,
who also introduced the newsletter, “Ins and Outs”, a year later. On Tuesday
6th April 2004, the first website appointment was made when Keith Coburn
and Colin French were appointed to the match between the University of
Cambridge UCCE and Loughborough UCCE. The Association had joined
the digital age.
Other developments over the years included sponsored coats which left no
excuse for untidy appearance when, in 2010, the Tucker League marking
system was in full swing.
With most umpires being former players, it is not surprising that the average
age tends to be on the high side. In 2013 it was reported that 30% of active
umpires were over 65, 20% over 70 and one over 80. The Secretary
cheerfully reported that natural wastage was unavoidable.

Sometimes green

Sometimes brown

Important Appointments
Over the years, a number of members have been invited to stand in
prestigious matches. Amongst those are:
1977 - Ray Illingworth Benefit Match - Harold Shipp & David Wedgwood.
NAYC Festival Final at Fenners: 1982: Joe Misik & Ken Naylor; 1984:
Bob Gilbey & Dennis Chapman; 1985: Keith Coburn & Claude Baker;
1986: Keith Coburn & Tony Coote.
1987 - Final of National Village Cup at Lord’s - Ken Naylor & Ron Frost.
Cricketer Cup Final - 1994: Ron Frost; 1995: Dennis Chapman; 1996: Keith
Coburn.
2001 - ECB 38 Counties Competition final at Lord’s - Keith Coburn.
2002 - National Club Final at Edgbaston - Keith Coburn.
2005 - National Club Final at Lord’s and Evening Standard Cup at the Oval
- Frank Appleyard

Dennis Chapman at Lords

Appointment Secretary’s Umpire of the Year
(Member of the Year from 2014)
This page is a tribute to the really important people in CCUSA. Those who
turn out day after day to umpire or score matches all over the county, and
beyond. Over the years they have upheld the values and standards of the
Association and they are owed a debt of gratitude. They are represented
here by those who have been chosen by the Appointments Secretary as
having given extra special service year by year.

1989 Ted Stittle

1990 John Mersh

1991 Tom Davies

1992 Keith Mitchell

1993 Ken Simpkin

1994 Iain Gourlay

1995 Ali Hazell

1996 Frank Appleyard

1997 John Goddard

1998 Evan Warren

1999 Rod Leney

2000 Doug Urwin

2001 John Clarke

2002 Steve Kent-Phillips

2003 Roy Fountain

2004 Ray Daniels

2005 Ted Voss

2006 Brian Shepherd

2007 Alan Fullarton

2008 Christopher Dean

2009 Steve Plumb

2010 Mick Collis

2011 Cliff Pennick

2012 Ken Smart

2013 Richard Baker

2014 Ann Pryor

2015 Dave Coleman

2016 William Crumly

Roll of Honour
President
1969 - 1971

Rex Gautrey

1971 - 1976

John Howard

1976 - 1981

Harold Shipp

1981 - 1993

Philip Poole

1993 - 2002

David Wedgwood

2002 - 2016

Ian Reid

2016 -

Frank Appleyard
Honorary Life Vice-presidents

R J Ayres

Tony Douglas

Russell Fear

D E G Fisher

Bob Gilbey

John Goddard

John Howard

Bill Johnson

K G Kerridge

C Kidman

D Northrop

Frank Read

Ian Reid

Harold Shipp

David Wedgwood

Robert White

Doug Wright
Chairman
1967 - 1969

Stan Taylor

1969 - 1971

John Howard

1971 - 1974

Ken Naylor

1974 - 1976

Harold Shipp

1976 - 1977

M R Butcher

1977 - 1978

Harold Shipp

1978 - 1981

David Wedgwood

1981 - 1982

Bob Gilbey

1982 - 1985

Dennis Chapman

1985 - 1986

Ken Simpkin

1986 - 1987

Ken Naylor

1987 - 1988

Reg May

1988 - 1989

Mike Law

1989 - 1990

Terry Osborne

1990 - 1992

David Wedgwood

1992 - 1993

Di Reed

1993 - 1994

Dennis Chapman

1994 - 1999

Iain Gourlay

1999 - 2003

John Goddard

2003 - 2010

Roy Fountain

2010 - 2014

Steve Plumb

2014 -

Alan Lamb

Vice Chairman
1970 - 1978

Jerry Hart

1978 - 1981

Bob Gilbey

1981 - 1983

Ken Naylor

1983 - 1985

Ken Simpkin

1985 - 1986

Ken Naylor

1986 - 1987

Reg May

1987 - 1988

Mike Law

1988 - 1989

Terry Osborne

1989 - 1990

David Wedgwood

1990 - 1991

Joe Misik

1991 - 1992

Di Reed

1992 - 1993

Dennis Chapman

1993 - 1994

Iain Gourlay

1994 - 1995

Trevor Dew

1995 - 1998

John Sims

1998 - 1999

John Goddard

1999 - 2001

vacant

2001 - 2003

Roy Fountain

2003 - 2006

Steve Kent-Phillips

2006 - 2009

Brian Shepherd

2009 - 2010

Steve Plumb

2010 - 2014

Evan Warren

2014 - 2016

Steve Plumb

2016 -

David Ellis

Secretary
1967 - 1974

Harold Shipp

1974 - 1975

W Marchant

1975 - 1987

Joe Misik

1987 - 1991

Keith Coburn

1991 - 1996

Russell Fear

1996 - 2016

Frank Appleyard

2016 -

Ben Whyall

Treasurer
1967 - 1969

Harold Shipp

1969 - 1979

Doug Wright

1979 - 1984

Ray Haynes

1984 - 1987

Keith Coburn

1987 - 1988

Bob Gilbey

1988 - 1989

Dave Wisbeach

1989 - 2005

Russell Fear

2005 - 2016

Richard Baker

2016 -

Alun Bedding

Training Officer/Education
1971 - 1976

Harold Shipp

1976 - 1977

M R Butcher

1977 - 1981

Harold Shipp

1981 - 2002

Ian Reid

2002 - 2009

Frank Appleyard

2009 -

Steve Kent-Phillips

Appointments
1992 -

Keith Coburn
Scorers

2009 - 2010

Linda Hobbs

2016 -

Helen Hyde

2010 - 2016

John Gothard

Publicity/Performance
2002 -

Steve Kent-Phillips
Membership Services

2012 - 2013

Steve Kent-Phillips

2013 -

Ben Whyall

